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District Court Takes on Electronic Dispute
Options under the FDCPA
May 26, 2016 | by

A single page collection letter recently gave the Southern District of Illinois the
opportunity to address a range of issues including alleged threats of litigation and the
use of a website portal for debt validation requests. In Blanchard v. North American
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where to register disputes, asserting the same was confusing and overshadowed the
validation notice. The collection agency moved to dismiss the complaint contending that
the complaint failed to state a claim under the FDCPA. The court agreed.
The court reviewed the language offering the consumer a chance to pay voluntarily as
being, at most, puffery and held that such statements are allowed under the FDCPA
since “it is perfectly obvious to even the dimmest debt collector would very much like
him to pay the amount demanded straight off, sparing the debt collector any further
expense.” Blanchard, C.A. No. 15-1295-DRH, 2016 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 48548 at *9 (S.D. Il.
Apr. 11, 2016) quoting Taylor v. Cavalry Inv., L.L.C., 365 F. 3d 572, 575-576 (7th Cir. 2004).
The court seemed further swayed by the fact that the complaint did not explain or even
mention how the statement was false or misleading.
Moving on to the conflicting statements as to where correspondence could be sent, the
court disagreed with the consumer that the conflicting statements overshadowed the

validation notice of Section 1692g because the letter presents “a clear path to provide a
written dispute” by providing the consumer with two options to notify the debt collector
of his dispute as required by Section 1692g(b). Moreover, the court was not swayed that
the option of submitting comments to the debt collector’s website circumvented the
requirement of section 1692g(b) that notification must be provided in writing. The court
relied upon the Black Law Dictionary definition of “writing” to include electronic
communications. By doing so, the court essentially blessed the website portal option.
The most interesting aspect of the case and the one for debt collectors to ponder is
whether website portals are a viable option for submitting section 1692g(b) disputes. As
technology continues to advance, I anticipate more companies will begin to offer this
option – after all, the CFPB has a complaint portal! Having said that, a website portal
alone would most likely be deemed insufficient as it arguably would leave certain
consumers without a means to dispute (assuming they have no access to the internet).
For debt collectors contemplating the use of an electronic dispute portal, this opinion
provides some support for the validity of electronic submissions in tandem with
traditional avenues of submission.
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